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picture is not only provocative but confirmatory about the arrival of non-
indigenous populations in ancient Mesoamerica.

One thing we can conclude from this brief examination of research on
the ethnic variety present among the ancient Americans is that the human
biological history of both North and South America, as far as we can see it
at present, was more complex than is usually supposed in the interpretations
offered by the majority of anthropologists. This situation requires seeing a
variety of ethnic or physical types and points to immigrants coming from
overseasby boat, who also brought with them the diseases and plants al-
rcady discussed.

The Indeterminate Nature of Molecular Genetic Data and the
Origins ofAmerindians

What do the genetic data say about whether Near Eastern people were
involved in the Mesoamerican gene pool? Results obtained so far do not
provide enough evidence to be certain.

Scientists who specialize in DNA analyses present results similar to
thosewho used other approaches. They generally believe that the American
Indians originated from initial colonizing populations that carried only
four genetic haplorypes (sets of genes so closely linked as to be inherited as
a complex). Those four are supposed to have arrived via the Bering Strait
more than 10,000 years ago." In the conventional interpretation, it is as-
sumed that other genes did not come into the Americas until Europeans ar-
rived in the late 15th century. But that picture is incomplete. In recent years
additional haplotype ("X") has been identified that was anciently distrib-

uted among several New World groups, as well as in European and Asian
ions." Further discoveries ofunsuspectedhaplotypes in small popu-

lations could modify the confidence with which the experts currently-
prematurely, I believe-count and characterize ancient American genetic
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structures as though they were fully known. Furthermore, thesignificanceof

the "basic" four haplotypes remains in question because only certainpeoples

have survived and have had their members' DNA tested.

Of even greater signifcance is the fact that serious methodological dif.
ficulties or limitations are inherent in all such studies. Jones, forexample.

has pointed out a large number of these. They hinge on assumptionsmade

in the construction of the models employed in interpreting thehistorical
signiicance of the majority ofstudies, which rely on data from mtDNAand
Y-chromosome samples almost exclusively. The problems arecompounded
when one considers the limited size and nature of the DNA samplesof
American Indians used in almost all studies.>

As an example of the kind of data that may yet be revealed bycare-
fully designed DNA studies, consider a report by the Cherokee DNA
Project conducted by DNA Consultants, a firm that has been taking DNA
samples from Cherokee Indians in the United States for over 10 yearsasa

means of establishing tribal membership, an affliation ofconsiderableeco-
nomic and social significance. Their report under the heading"Anomalous
Mitochondrial DNA Lineages in the Cherokee" says that "a sample of 52

individuals who purchased mitochondrial DNA tests to determine their fe-
male lineage was assembled after the fact from the customer fles of DNA
Consultants. All claim matrilineal descent from a Native American woman,

usually named as Cherokee. The main criterion for inclusion in the study

is that test subjects must have obtained results not placing them in the
standard Native American haplogroups A, B, C or D, hence the use of the
word 'anomalous.' Most subjects reveal haplotypes that were unmatched
anywhere else [in the New World] except among other participants. There
proves to be a high degree of interrelatedness and common ancestral lines.

Haplogroup T emerges as the largest, followed by U, X, J and H. Similar
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proportions of these haplogroups are noted in the populations of Egypt,
Isael, and other parts of the EastMediterranean."%9

Part of the problem in this area of researchlies in trying to draw conclu-
sionsfrom restricted sorts of genetic data. Almost the entire conjecturedge-
netic history published and accepted thus far is based on data derived either
from mtDNA (passed only from mother to child, though onlydaughters
passit to the next generation) or from Y-chromosome (paternally transmit-
ted) genetic material. But these two sources constitute only a minuscule
sample,less than 0.01 percent, of the total humangenome.4"An "individu-
al'sstricdy maternal and strictly paternal lines are just two of a vast number
ofpossiblepaths back through his or herancestors."42A result of confining
studies mostly to the two conveniently accessible sources of gene data has
beento ignore the far greater mass of evidence of human ancestry that po-
tentially is, or may eventually become, available beyond the nuclear data.

Dillehay reminded scientists that some groups who setled in America
mayhave become extinct because of environmental problems such as dis-
ease. Sheer lack of investigation is also an issue. For example, the only
evidencehistorians have for the routine assumption that the Vikings did not
leavegenes behind among native peoples of northeastern North America is
negative; that is, investigators have not found any Norse-speciic features:
far. However, the possibility has hardly been raised among geneticists, let
alone carefully studied.

SO

Sadovszlkyproduced substantial evidence from linguistics and ethnology
that Indian populations in central California spoke languages and retained
cultural characteristics that belonged to populations at home in western
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Siberia.4 He argued persuasively that their ancestors arrived in California
from the Ob River area probably over 2,000 years ago. Yet no search for
specific genetic evidence of such a migration has been conducted, oreven
conceived of, to confirm or disconfirm the extensive linguistic and cultural
evidence.

In addition, according to González C. on the basis of his direct ob-
servation of thousands of figurines from Olmec sites in the Isthmusof
Tehuantepec, San Lorenzo Tenochtitlán, and nearby La Venta, he has iden-
tified faces that show three distinct racial/ethnic groups: (1) a beardedwhite
race with aquiline noses, probably Mediterrancan in origin; (2) an oriental
race, probably Han Chinese; and (3) a black race. At all Olmec sitesother
than San Lorenzo, the Chinese features are completely absent, while the
white type predominated at La Venta.45 To the extent that there is abasisin
fact for his observation, DNA tests of living groups in the vicinity couldwell
be made to see whether special characteristics of the Chinese or Europear
genomes can be detected to match the images. But such tests neither have
been nor are likely to be carried out as long as molecular anthropologist'
curiosity is not whetted in that unorthodox direction. In fact, only a frac-
tion of the various contemporary peoples in Mesoamerica have beentested
and analyzed for mtDNA or Y-chromosome DNA. Further studiesshould
be undertaken to look for the genes of descendants of the people whowere
the ancient models for the foreign faces known from art.

Evidence has also been found that changes in a populations DNA come
about for unknown reasons. One of the most extensive historical genetic
studies ever made was a study of over 131,000 lcelanders and theirancestors
back to 1789. It showed that the majority of people living today inlceland
had ancestors "that could not be detected based on the Y-chromosome and
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mitochondrial DNA tests being performed and yet thegenealogicalre
exist showing that these people lived and were real ancestors."9

Practical and strategic problems with the DNA specimensused in ge-
neticstudies of American Indians remain to be dealt with. Joneswarned,
"It is evident that the population groups [that) current studies are using to
infer American Indian cultural affiliation and demographic history are not
aceptable. One cannot use contemporary allele frequencies from a few in-
dividuals from a contemporary American Indian reservation to arrive at an
unequivocalhaplotype for that group, either presently orprehistoricaly."
Merriwecher and his colleagues added, "With the exceedingly spotty sa
pling of Native American populations, it may be a long time until wehave
sampledenough populations truly to tell how localized or widespread
polymorphism (genetic identifier) really is. "9

Support from gene studies for the arrival of voyagers from the Old
World may yet be increased and clarified. For example, Douglas Wallace,
oneof the leading scientists working in the feld, believed thata particular
pattern of mutations found in Native American populations as well as in
SoutheastAsia and Pacific Islands (but not in Siberia) hints at "one of the
mostastounding migrations in human experience." On thebasis of the data
hehad available, he postulated that anciently a group of people moved out
of China into Malaysia, where they became sailors and then proceeded to
populate the islands of the South Pacific. Some 6,000 to 12,000 yearsago
thesemariners made it to the Americas, although "I dont know how they
came,"Wallace went on. "They either came across the Pacific to Central and
SouthAmerica or they went (by sea] up the east coast of Asia andacrossthe
northern Pacific to Alaska and Canada."s9 His timing of the movement of
thosevoyagersacross the Pacific could account for the arrival of hook
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in America (see the section "Old World Diseases in the New World"abovel
and perhaps it also relates to the transoceanic linkage that Nevesandcol.
leaguessaw for early Brazilian skeletal specimens.51 Testing suchhypohes:
deservesseriousresearch, but that hardly seems imminent.

One of the most recent syntheses of genetic studies on theoriginof
Amerindians reaches very different conclusions from ideasconsideredcur.
rent only a few years past. Arnaiz-Villena et al. have found that (1)the
Bering Strait was probably not the only entrance to America;Pacific
Ocean boat trips may have contributed as well. They have alsoconcluded
that (2) American Indians share most genetic characteristics withPacifc
Islanders, and (3) they have created a model that does not support thecdas-
sic picture of three waves" of population entering via Alaska but,rathet,
calls for immigration also via the Pacific coast.2 At the least,theseresults
demonstrate that the comprehensive biological history of humansetlement
in America when it is soundly documented is going to be muchmorecom-
plex than previously thought.

A considerable to-do has been made about a supposed lack ofJewish
DNA in American Indians in the light of the Book of Mormonreportof
migrations from Jerusalem to Mesoamerica.53 Such assertions havebeendis
cussed at length by DNA scientists and other scholars.4 Their viewssup-
pose that attempts to answer the question are premature at bestandpos
sibly futile. The key problem is still the same as Mourant pointed outsome
time ago; that is, we don't know the genetic composition of theJewsatthe
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rime of the Diaspora when the Lehite and Mulekite parties left the land of
Israel.55Given that basic lack of data, no valid comparison can bemade.
Even in the unlikely case of such information becoming available, formi-
dable methodological problems would make fruitful investigation of the
issue unlikely; S%

A quite different type of genetic analysis than the usual mtDNA/Y-
chromosome treatment provides support for challenging the scholarly view
of an Amerindian gene pool uncontaminated by transoceanicvoyagers.
Guthrie examined human lymphocyte antigens (HLAS) as evidence for
the intrusion of Old World human biological characteristics into the New
World. HLAS are proteins on white blood cells that function to produce
antibodies. At least 29 families of thesesubstanceshavebeen identified, and
their distributions among some of the world's population groupshavebeen
determined.s8 Their distribution shows that certain HLA alleles are com-

mon in the Old World among a certain percentage of many populations, yet
groups in America often display the same features, but with lesserfrequen-
cies.This could mean that the American peoples share in the descent from
theOld World groups. Few scientists have paid attention to explaining how
orwhen these proteins arrived in American populations. The usual explana-
tion for the exotic (in the New World) HLAS that are much more frequent
in the Old World has been that they came from an admixture ofgenes that
Europeanand African people produced in American Indian populations
after Columbus. Guthrie argues that a much more likely explanation for the
presenceof many Old World HLA is that some Amerindian populations
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assimilated a significant number of foreigners from across the oceans prior
to the 1492 European discovery of America.

He also reviews data on the diferential presence of transferrins, immu-
noglobins, and other blood features in Old and New World populations.
Thesedata provide additional support for his interpretation of thearrival
of human lymphocyte antigen material: "The distributions of HLArypes,
combined with supporting data from other genetic systems, provide strong
evidence that some American populations have assimilated significant num-
bers of foreigners" anciently into the base population (the nominalances
tors of the American Indians) who had come from Northeastern Asia.

Practically the entire body of data used to this point for thegenetic
study of American Indian populations has come from gene samplestaken
from livingnatives(usually self-identified "Indians"). Very little information
has been gained from ancient specimens (compare the statement above from
Mourant). With present information, we do not know enough about theac-
tual genetics ofMesoamerica's early inhabitants to allow generalstatements
to be made as to whether transoceanic voyagers may or may not have en-
tered into the hemispheric gene pool. At the present limited rate andscope
ofresearchon this sensitive topic, it will be years before reliablegeneraliza-
tions will be possible using DNA samples from the bones of a large number
of actual ancient persons. But the combination of present knowledge of
geneticsadded to other (nongenetic) evidence of human biological immi-
gration from the Old World already reviewed (plant and diseasetransfers
fromoverseas,art representations of foreign phenotypes, confirming mor-
phological indicators, and traditions of incoming voyagers) convincingly
shows that some Old World peoples definitely lived as minorities among the
inhabitants of the New World. The data to which attention hasbeendrawn
in this chapter do not contradict that possibility but directly support it.

It is a rational conclusion that this picture of human physical variation
within the Americas, limited as it is, points to Old World populations hav-
ing reached this hemisphere by sea voyages. This constitutes a fundamen-
tal correspondence or convergence between the scientific evidence and the
historical account in the Book of Mormon, regardless of anyunanswered
questions.
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